
 

 

Security Arrangements 

05.08.2014 

 

1. Alappuzha town will be under CCTV surveillance as part  of the security arrangements 

for Nehru Trophy Boat Race – 2014 

2. The Punnamada and adjoining places are divided into 17 sectors and 2000 police 

officials will be deployed including 21 Dy.SPs, 36 CIs and 350 SIs under the leadership 

of the District Police Chief for the security and traffic arrangements. 

3. Eight boats with striker police officials will be deployed for the security in Punnamada 

lake. 

4. To prevent chain snatching, pick pocketing and other antisocial activities at 

Punnamada and  adjoining places, shadow police officials and special branch officials 

will be deployed. 

5. Stringent actions will be taken against those who would be disobeying and neglecting 

the directions and instructions of the starters and officers. Bonus and other incentives 

would not  be given to them. 

6. Barricades will  be installed and police officials will be deployed in both the banks of 

the Race course at starting point. 

7. Surveillance camera will be installed throughout the race course. The oarsmen and  

boats violating the instructions and guidelines of Nehru Trophy Boat Race will be 

subjected to  legal  actions. 

8.  The passes / tickets will be numbered depending on the seating capacity of each 

pavilion. 



9. Police officials will be deployed from 6 AM to track and trace those who invade the 

pavilions without tickets and legal actions would be taken on  the boats who drop them 

in the pavilions. 

10.  The organizers or pass holders should refrain from bringing people  without passes 

alongwith them. Nobody will be allowed in the pavilion without Passes / Tickets. 

11. The Ticket / Pass holders whoever leaves the pavilion before finishing the event will not 

be permitted to re-enter the pavilion. 

12. Stringent legal actions would be taken on the unauthorized  or fake ticket holders. 

Shadow Police officials are deployed to track and trace such fraudulent ticket sellers / 

holders . 

13. No  boats of any kind would be permitted in the race course after 1.30 PM on 

09/08/2014 except the boat of officials. The tress passing boats would be confiscated , 

permit and licenses will be suspended  for atleast 3 years and legal actions will be taken 

. Swimming would not be permitted in canal or race course.  

14. Announcement / Advertisement boats and mike announcements  would not be 

permitted in tracks and adjoining  area. Legal actions would be taken against the 

violators  

15. The spectators reaching by boats  should reach before 12 noon. Plastic bottles and other 

items shouldn’t be thrown to the lake or canal. 

16. Shadow polices are deployed for conducting raids to prevent liquor consumption in 

open,  in and around Punnamada race course. People carrying liquor bottles in open 

and becoming public nuisance after drinking would be taken away from the location 

and legal actions would be taken. 

17. No boat services would be permitted after 12 noon on 09/08/2014 between  DTPC Jetty 

and  Punnamada Lake. 

18. Traffic would be controlled in Alappuzha town from 11 AM on 9
th

 August 2014. No 

parking on the road side would be allowed in Alappuzha town from 6 AM onwards. 

Vehicles parked in such places would be towed away and fine would be imposed on the 

vehicle owners. 

19. Traffic would  be prohibited from Northern junction of  District Court towards east till 

Kurishadi Junction. Traffic is also prohibited from Control room to fire force office 

except KSRTC buses. 

20. Vehicles  coming from North through Thanneermukkam Road should park at SDV 

School grounds.  Vehicles coming from Ernakulam side through National Highway 

should take Shavakkottappalam and park at SDV School ground. Vehicles coming 

from Changanasserry side via Kaithavana should park at Carmel,   St.Antony School 

Ground. 

21.  Heavy Vehicles are prohibited to enter the town from 9 AM to 8 PM on 9
th

 August 

2014.  Vehicles coming from Northern side should park at Kommady Bypass and from 

southern side should park at Kalarcode bypass. 



22. SWTD boats would be taken for reaching the main land from Island Pavilion after the 

race. 

23. Police officials would be deployed for controlling the traffic and parking. 

24. Seven Ambulances would be arranged at Punnamada Starting Point, Finishing Point, 

Matha Jetty, Rajeev Jetty, Alappuzha North Police Station and  Police Control Room 

for meeting any emergency. 

 


